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DISCLOSURE:
Public Disclosure/s to be announced:
Result of Tax-Court Case
The cases which we have filed for the cancellation of the tax/fine notifications [monthly tax, withholding
tax, stamp duty] for the year 2006 have concluded in favour of our Company.
Accordingly; it has been seen through the UYAP System that the cases amounting to a total of 3.654.532,TL, consisting of original tax of 1.461.813,-TL, tax fine of 2.192.719,-TL, have concluded in favour of
our Company.
Thus; of the cases which we have filed for the cancellation of the tax/fine notifications amounting to a
total of 30.895.416,-TL, which have been served related to the fiscal terms 2004, 2005 and 2006, the part
of 11.187.887,-TL have concluded in favour of us; the part of 6.906.631,-TL has concluded against us. As
we have already made public before; of the cases, which have concluded against us, the execution of the
part of 3.794.913,-TL (6.195.422,-TL inclusive taxes) has been stopped.
On the other hand, the hearing of the cases related to the tax/fine notifications amounting to a total of
12.710.898,-TL, consisting of 5.018.359,-TL original tax and 7.692.539,-TL loss of tax revenue, which
have been served to on our Company and made subject to suit by us, has not been held yet.
In accordance with our Company’s legal advisors and specialists, provision amounting to 17.602.462,-TL
has been made for in the financial statements dated 30.06.2010, related to the original tax tax fine and
their estimate default interests. Depending on the developments, it is always probable that there is a
difference between the amounts to be realized and the amounts reserved as provision.

